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ABSTRACT
We present a survey of techniques for the reduction of streaking arte-
facts caused by metallic objects in X-ray Computed Tomography
(CT) images. A comprehensive review of the existing state-of-the-
art Metal Artefact Reduction (MAR) techniques, drawn predomi-
nantly from the medical CT literature, is supported by an experimen-
tal comparison of twelve MAR techniques. The experimentation is
grounded in an evaluation based on a standard scientific compari-
son protocol for MAR methods, using a software generated medical
phantom image as well as a clinical CT scan. The experimentation is
extended by considering novel applications of CT imagery consist-
ing of metal objects in non-tissue surroundings acquired from the
aviation security screening domain. We address the shortage of thor-
ough performance analyses in the existing MAR literature by con-
ducting a qualitative as well as quantitative comparative evaluation
of the selected techniques. We find that the difficulty in generating
accurate priors to be the predominant factor limiting the effective-
ness of the state-of-the-art medical MAR techniques when applied
to non-medical CT imagery. This study thus extends previous works
by: comparing several state-of-the-art MAR techniques; considering
both medical and non-medical applications and performing a thor-
ough performance analysis, considering both image quality as well
as computational demands.
Index Terms— Medical CT, security CT, Metal Artefact Reduc-
tion (MAR)
1. INTRODUCTION
Metal artefacts can corrupt CT images so severely that they become
extremely challenging to interpret and of limited diagnostic value.
Filtered Back Projection (FBP) is the CT reconstruction algorithm
that is most widely used in daily clinical practice. The FBP algo-
rithm, however, is based on an analytical inversion of the Radon
transform [1], and only yields satisfactory reconstructions in ideal
conditions. In the presence of high-density objects, such as metals,
however, the effects of beam hardening, scattered radiation, photon
starvation, noise and the partial volume effect cause the FBP algo-
rithm to produce reconstructions characterised by streaking and star-
shaped artefacts (see Fig. 1). Such streaking can degrade the quality
of the image tremendously, often obscuring valuable details and de-
tracting from the usability of the image. It has been shown that for
typical abdominal geometries, as little as 1 cm of iron or 2 cm of
titanium can be sufficient to produce this effect [2]. Efficient strate-
gies to minimise the impact of metal artefacts on the readability of
CT images are thus invaluable.
The problem of Metal Artefact Reduction (MAR) in CT has
been widely studied with over 100 publications in the last 10 years.
While many of these published techniques claim fairly substantial
improvements to previous methods, these claims are often based on
rather limited comparisons. For instance, a large portion of publica-
tions base their claims solely on qualitative comparisons made with
the standard linear interpolation-based approach [3, 4] - a technique
which is widely accepted to perform poorly in complex (i.e. most
real-world) scenarios. Comprehensive comparative studies, where
both the qualitative as well as quantitative performance of state-of-
the-art methods are compared, are surprisingly limited. Rinkel et al.
[5] compared the performance of 3 fairly simple interpolation-based
approaches with the primary aim of determining the value of MAR
when detecting small features near large metallic objects. The pri-
mary objective of this previous study was thus not to determine the
optimal available MAR technique. Golden et al. [6] compared the
performance of 4 MAR techniques (3 sinogram completion-based
approaches and 1 iterative approach) with the aim of determining
their effectiveness in improving the diagnostic quality of medical
CT images (determined by the independent assessments of 3 radiol-
ogists). There are presently no reviews or quantitative comparative
studies where a broad range of state-of-the-art MAR techniques are
considered.
The vast majority of CT-based literature, and MAR-based CT
literature in particular, is found in the medical domain. Beyond the
work of Mouton et al. [7], where a novel technique for reducing the
metal artefacts encountered in security CT imagery is presented, the
development of new MAR techniques or the evaluation of existing,
medical MAR techniques in novel applications of CT imagery (out-
side of medicine) are extremely limited [7, 8, 9]. The advantages of
CT imagery, however, extend beyond the medical domain and its ap-
plications in other fields are widespread, ranging from micro CT for
non-invasive imaging of wood anatomy to the scanning of baggage
for potential threat items in aviation security settings [10]. While the
challenges posed by metal objects extend to all applications of CT
imagery, the differences in the nature of medical images and those
encountered in other domains mean that the MAR techniques which
have been successfully applied to medical images will not necessar-
ily be successful when applied to non-medical CT images [7].
Existing studies are thus limited in the techniques that are com-
pared, the CT domains or applications which are considered and the
performance evaluation techniques that are employed. This study
thus extends the prior work of [5, 6] in the following ways: by pro-
viding a comprehensive literature review of Metal Artefact Reduc-
tion (MAR) in CT; by supporting this review with an experimental
comparative study; by considering performance under both the stan-
dard medical protocol as well as a novel protocol outside of the med-
ical domain, encountered in the aviation security setting and by per-
forming a thorough qualitative as well as quantitative performance
analysis, considering both image quality as well as computational
cost. The study demonstrates the following key findings: the perfor-
mance of 12 state-of-the-art MAR techniques (11 medically-based)
are shown to decline when applied to non-medical imagery; the chal-
lenge of generating accurate prior information is shown to be the
major factor limiting the application of medical MAR techniques to
non-medical CT images; several state-of-the-art methods are shown
to be sensitive to parameter tuning; the feasibility of the reference-
free quantitative performance measure of Kratz et al. [11] is val-
idated and the tradeoff between image quality and computational
cost is shown to be an important factor (especially in non-medical
applications) when determining overall performance.
2. ARTEFACT REDUCTION APPROACHES
In X-ray CT the most widely implemented reconstruction technique
is the analytical Filtered Back Projection (FBP) algorithm where
transformations between the sinogram (projection) and image do-
mains are performed using the forward and inverse Radon trans-
forms respectively [1]. According to reconstruction theory, FBP
yields fast and accurate reconstructions of the attenuation function
for ideal (or near ideal) projections which contain a sufficient num-
ber of projection samples and low degrees of noise, beam hardening
and any other imperfections [12]. When the projections are incom-
plete for a certain range of arguments, however, the FBP reconstruc-
tions may become corrupted by artefacts.
In reality, projections are only approximations of the ideal case
due to: the finite number of projection samples; Poisson noise in
the projection data resulting from the quantum nature of X-ray pho-
tons; beam hardening due to the polychromatic nature of the spectra
emitted by X-ray tubes and the impact of scattered radiation on the
measured readings. When these approximations are relatively small
(as is often the case), FBP still produces satisfactory reconstructions.
When the errors become large, however, the reconstructed images
may become corrupted by severe artefacts [13].
Metal objects in particular cause significant artefacts in CT im-
ages [13]. In an extensive simulation study, De Man et al. [14] cite
beam hardening (the preferential attenuation of low-energy photons
in a polychromatic X-ray beam [15]), scattered radiation, photon
(projection) noise and the exponential edge-gradient effect (transax-
ial non-linear partial volume effect) as the predominant causes of
metal streaking artefacts in high resolution 2D fan-beam CT images.
While additional factors contribute to metal artefacts in CT imagery
[13, 15], we focus on the aforementioned factors in the experimental
stage of this study.
The majority of the published Metal Artefact Reduction (MAR)
techniques fall into one of four categories: sinogram (or projection)
completion methods (Section 2.1.2); iterative methods (Section 2.3);
hybrid methods (Section 2.4) and miscellaneous methods (Section
2.4). The first part of this report is a comprehensive review of the cur-
rent state-of-the-art MAR techniques in each of the aforementioned
sub-categories as well as an overview of prior work in comparative
evaluation methodologies (Section 3.1).
2.1. Sinogram Completion Methods
Considering a parallel-beam coordinate system (see Fig. 2), a sino-
gram ρ(r, θ) is obtained by log-converting the measured intensity
profile:




where I(θ, r) is the measured intensity value at an angle θ (be-
tween the X-ray beam and the y-axis) and at a distance r (from the
origin) and I0 is the intensity of the unattenuated X-ray beam. The
computational problem in CT reconstruction is then to compute (or
reconstruct) the original attenuation distribution µ(x, y). The most
common approach to approximating µ(x, y) from a measured sino-
gram ρ(r, θ) is via the transform-based analytical approach known
as Filtered Back-Projection (FBP). As the name suggests, FBP com-
bines back-projection with ramp-filtering. This essentially involves
applying the inverse Radon Transform [1] to the sinogram data.
The vast majority of sinogram completion-based approaches to
MAR rely on reconstructions using the FBP approach. Despite its
popularity however, the FBP algorithm suffers from several short-
comings - especially when applied to incomplete projection data.
Streaking artefacts usually arise due to errors of isolated projection
readings [16]. The errors are enhanced during reconstruction and
then mapped into intense dark and bright lines across the image
during back-projection. For an error-free projection, the FBP pro-
cess maps each individual point in the projection profile to a straight
line in the image domain. Positive and negative contributions from
neighbouring lines are then combined, ensuring that no straight lines
appear in the final image. If there are inconsistencies in the pro-
jection data, however, the positive and negative contributions are
not combined correctly by the reconstruction process, resulting in
streaks in the reconstructed image [17]. When streaking artefacts
appear in large quantities they can result in an image which is sig-
nificantly degraded (see Fig. 1).
Sinogram completion methods typically regard these inconsis-
tencies in the projection data as missing and use various techniques
to estimate the correct projection values. The vast majority of sino-
gram completion-based approaches adhere to the following frame-
work: metal segmentation, sinogram completion, final image recon-
struction.
Metal object segmentation involves isolating the metal objects in
the original CT image and creating a metal-only image. The segmen-
tation results are ultimately used to determine which regions of the
original sinogram are corrupted and need to be adjusted or replaced.
Sinogram completion involves the actual replacement of these cor-
rupted points via a broad range of techniques [3, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22,
23, 24, 25]. The final, artefact reduced image is created by back-
projecting the interpolated sinogram and re-inserting the metal-only
image into this corrected background image.
Segmentation by thresholding, followed by direct interpolation-
based sinogram completion (i.e. interpolating the sinogram data on
either side of the metal traces) is generally considered the simplest
approach to MAR in CT and is used in many recent studies as a
benchmark for performance comparisons [18, 22, 25, 26, 27]. Al-
though such direct interpolation-based MAR approaches were pop-
ular in early studies [3, 28], many recent studies have highlighted
their limitations [16, 18, 20, 23, 26, 29, 30].
2.1.1. Metal Object Segmentation
The most widely implemented segmentation method employs simple
thresholding, whereby a single threshold is used to distinguish the
metal from the non-metal objects in the image [3, 7, 18, 22, 25, 26].
Thresholding exploits the fact that the CT values of metals are ex-
tremely high (due to their high atomic numbers), especially relative
to other materials. Despite the simplicity of this approach, thresh-
olding generally produces reasonably accurate results and has thus
been widely implemented, even in some of the most complex MAR
techniques [18, 25]. Nonetheless, several studies have claimed that
minor segmentation errors may have significant detrimental effects
on the overall performance of the MAR technique [19, 20, 24, 31].
These effects generally manifest as a loss of information from both
the structures surrounding the metal objects as well the metal objects
themselves, leading to the generation of secondary streaking arte-
facts in the reconstructed image [14, 30]. More sophisticated seg-
mentation processes such as the mean-shift technique [19, 32] and
Mutual Information Maximised Segmentation (MIMS) [24] claim
to better preserve edge and contour information of the metal objects
and their direct surroundings. It is worth noting that the majority of
the aforementioned studies involve more sophisticated processes in
the other stages of the MAR procedure (e.g. complex sinogram com-
pletion methods, pre- and/or post-filtering etc.), making it unclear if
the improved segmentation alone contributes to the improved final
results.
2.1.2. Sinogram Completion
The simplest sinogram-completion techniques employ basic interpolation-
based approaches to replace the corrupted data. Variations include,
but are not limited to: linear interpolation [33]; spline interpolation
[26] and cubic spline interpolation [29].
Although simple and convenient to implement, direct interpo-
lation is generally sufficient when only a single, small metal object
is present in the Filed-of-View (FoV). When larger and/or multiple
metal objects are present, however, the reliability of the interpolated
values decreases. Muller and Buzug [30] have demonstrated that the
biggest disadvantage of sinogram correction by direct interpolation
is that all edge information lying on the beams passing through the
metal objects is lost - in other words, the loss of edge information af-
fects the entire image and is not restricted to the edges in the vicinity
of the metal objects. Sinogram correction by this so-called ‘naive in-
terpolation’ ultimately leads to the generation of secondary streaks
in the corrected images [14, 30]. These secondary streaks may be
comparable in severity to the original artefacts. Although the orig-
inal streaks are usually reduced to some degree with interpolation,
they are rarely eliminated entirely [29]. Variations to the sinogram
completion procedure thus constitute the bulk of MAR-based litera-
ture and numerous approaches have been proposed to overcome the
aforementioned limitations.
2.1.3. Sinogram Completion using Priors
Several approaches have been proposed with the primary objective
of better preserving edge and contrast information and thereby re-
ducing secondary artefacts in the corrected images. Many of these
methods exploit the predictability of the characteristics (e.g. CT
numbers) of the anatomical structures present in medical CT scans
to generate priors which are used to guide the sinogram completion
process. The majority of these methods employ some variation of in-
tensity thresholding segmentation (e.g. k-means clustering [34] and
multiple thresholding [20]) to generate priors and then focus on vari-
ations in the sinogram completion phase to improve MAR results.
Meyer et al. [20, 35] and Muller and Buzug [30] use normalisation
schemes based on the ratio of the raw sinograms to the sinograms
of the prior images, to increase the homogeneity of the interpola-
tion regions. Interpolation is claimed to be less problematic when
applied to relatively homogeneous regions [20]. Finally, Meyer et
al. [36] propose frequency-splitting techniques to reduce the char-
acteristic, undesired blurring seen in interpolated images by utilising
the high-frequency edge information available in the original FBP
reconstructions.
The core of the aforementioned techniques lies in intensity
thresholding to generate the prior information. Intensity threshold-
ing however, often leads to poor segmentations and hence inaccurate
priors [15]. While the use of priors is intended to better preserve
edge and contrast information and thereby minimise secondary arte-
facts [15, 20, 34], inaccurate priors can in fact lead to a loss of
edge information in the sinogram and hence cause greater degrees
of secondary artefacts in the corrected images. Karimi et al. [15]
demonstrate that the accuracy of the prior has a greater impact
on artefact reduction than the chosen interpolation strategy. They
propose focussing on generating an accurate prior (as opposed to
improving the interpolation procedure) to improve artefact reduc-
tion. In particular, the prior is generated by segmenting regions of
the original CT image, and distinguishing between metal artefact
regions and anatomical regions. The metal artefact regions are as-
signed a constant soft-tissue value, while anatomical regions are left
unchanged. The sinogram of the resulting prior is used to guide the
sinogram completion phase (performed using standard interpolation
techniques). The algorithm successfully reduces metal artefacts and
produces fewer secondary artefacts than related (intensity threshold-
based) techniques, even in cases involving multiple metal objects.
While these prior-based techniques have shown impressive re-
sults, optimal parameter tuning relies heavily on the predictability
of the structures present in the scan. Since they are all intended for
use in the medical field, it is appropriate to assume prior knowledge
of the likely anatomical structures present in the scans and reliable
thresholds and parameters can thus be set. In settings where this
prior knowledge or predictability regarding the nature of the scanned
objects does not exist, however, the selection of suitable parameters
will become significantly more challenging. Prior-based techniques
are thus expected to be less effective in such domains.
2.1.4. Sinogram Completion with Multiple Metal Objects
Another major challenge in MAR arises in cases involving multi-
ple metal objects. The presence of multiple (or large) metal objects
means that the effective shape of the metal regions will be asymmet-
ric across views resulting in unequal quantities of beam hardening
and scatter across views. For example, at a particular tube position
the beam may only pass through one of the metal objects and thus be
hardened less than at another tube position where it passes through
both objects [13]. This exacerbates the effects of beam hardening
and scatter, usually leading to more prominent streaks in the regions
connecting the metal objects [14, 16, 23]. The presence of multiple
metal objects also complicates the process of multiclass segmenta-
tion, particularly in the regions of and near to the metal objects [15].
Poor segmentations invariably result in poor priors, characterised by
a loss of edge information of the anatomical structures surrounding
the metal objects [15]. Finally, multiple metal objects lead to sino-
grams with multiple metal traces. Direct interpolation of such data is
more likely to result in a loss of edge information in the metal trace
of the sinogram which ultimately results in secondary artefacts in the
corrected image (as discussed above) [19]. Several studies have pro-
posed interesting approaches to deal with the challenge of multiple
metal objects in particular.
Takahashi et al. [21] propose a very simple approach where
the sinogram of the metal only image is subtracted from that of the
original image and the reprojection of the resulting difference im-
age used as the corrected image. Qualitative improvements to the
visual quality of the images are, however, limited. Abdoli et al.
[18] compute a corrected sinogram as a weighted combination of the
spline-interpolated sinogram and the original, uncorrected sinogram,
where the optimal weighting scheme is determined using a Genetic
Algorithm (GA) [37]. Yu et al. [19] employ a feedback interpola-
tion strategy whereby interpolation is carried out repeatedly until all
interpolated sinogram values are less than the original corrupted val-
ues. Jeong and Ra [22] employ Total Variation (TV) pre-filtering of
the original image to reduce the initial severity of streaking artefacts.
Interpolation is then performed only in regions where the sinogram
traces of multiple metal objects intersect (elsewhere, the corrupted
sinogram data is replaced by the reprojection of the TV-filtered im-
age), thereby reducing the effective size of the interpolated regions.
A scaled combination of the original and interpolated sinograms is
reconstructed to yield the final image. Zhao et al. [23, 38] extend
the conventional linear interpolation-based approach by performing
an additional interpolation in the wavelet domains of the original
and linearly interpolated sinograms. While effective, the algorithm
requires several parameters to be set manually. Kratz et al. [39]
treat the problem of CT MAR as a scattered data interpolation prob-
lem and perform interpolation based on the 2D Nonequispaced Fast
Fourier Transform (NFFT) [40]. The technique is, however, met
with limited visual improvements. Mouton et al. [7] refine the out-
put of a conventional sinogram completion-based approach by im-
posing an upper limit on the intensity of the corrected images and
by performing post-filtering using the non-local means filter. The
study is targeted particularly at aviation security CT imagery and is
the only example of a non-medical application of MAR considered
in this survey.
2.1.5. Sinogram Completion using Image Inpainting
While interpolation is the most common technique for replacing
corrupted or missing sinogram data, image inpainting techniques
have also been successfully implemented in sinogram completion
schemes [24, 25, 41]. Image inpainting is the process of replacing or
modifying (i.e. reconstructing) missing or corrupted data in images
in a non-detectable way, using local geometric and/or textural infor-
mation from uncorrupted regions in the same image [42]. Li et al.
[24] combine Non-Local (NL) inpainting and linear interpolation to
replace corrupted sinogram data while Duan et al. [25] employ Total
Variation (TV) inpainting within the conventional sinogram com-
pletion framework. Zhang et al. [41] present a fractional-order TV
inpainting approach, where the conditional conductivity coefficient
for TV is replaced by a novel fractional-order curvature parameter.
The approach is shown to outperform simple linear interpolation
as well as the TV inpainting approach of Duan et al. [25]. The
main drawback of using inpainting as opposed to interpolation is the
significant increase in computational cost.
2.1.6. The Virtual Sinogram
The vast majority of sinogram completion methods operate directly
on the raw sinogram (projection) data. This approach may pose con-
siderable practical challenges as raw projection data is often vast and
stored in a proprietary format. This makes the practical implemen-
tation of MAR algorithms difficult and dependent on the scanner
manufacturer. Abdoli et al. [18, 26] introduce the concept of a vir-
tual sinogram (obtained by the forward projection of the CT image)
to overcome this challenge. They do assert, however, that CT images
obtained by back-projecting virtual sinograms are not of diagnostic
quality.
2.1.7. Final Reconstruction
The final, corrected image is generally constructed by filtered back-
projection of the corrected sinogram, giving a corrected background
image (i.e. free of metal objects). The metal-only image is then
reinserted into this corrected background image, yielding the final
image. A simple addition, however, may result in a loss of edge
information for the metal objects. To combat this, Yu et al. [19] pro-
pose using an adaptive scale and filter scheme (originally developed
by Chen et al. [43]) to compose the final image, whereby a scaled
and lowpass filtered version of the metal only image is added to the
background image. Roeske et al. [29] reconstruct the final, corrected
image in the usual way and then apply a pixel-by-pixel correction
factor to the original image to reduce the severity of metal artefacts.
2.2. Pre-and Post-Processing Operations
Several studies have implemented interesting pre-and/or post-
processing steps which appear to have some beneficial effects.
The predominant motivation for pre-filtering operations is to reduce
minor streak artefacts and background noise [24, 30]. A variety
of common 2D image denoising filters have been used for these
purposes such as: adaptive filtering [24, 34], Total Variation (TV)
filtering [22] and Non-Local Means (NLM) filtering [7].
2.3. Iterative Reconstruction Methods
Iterative reconstruction techniques provide an interesting alternative
to the FBP approach with several known advantages (especially in
terms of MAR) [44, 45].
The problem of iterative reconstruction is usually solved by op-
timising some chosen objective function. Algorithm variations gen-
erally occur in the choice of this objective function (e.g. minimum
least squares error, maximum likelihood etc.) and the particular op-
timisation technique used (e.g. steepest ascent, conjugate gradients
etc.). The chosen objective function and optimisation technique are
used in an iterative optimisation framework composed of the fol-
lowing steps: 1) an initial reconstruction is estimated (often just an
image of zeros); 2) the virtual sinogram of the estimate is computed;
3) the error between the virtual sinogram and raw sinogram is com-
puted; 4) the error is transformed to the image domain and used to
update the estimate. Steps 2 to 4 are repeated until the error con-
verges or some predefined termination criteria are met.
The most significant advantage of iterative approaches in gen-
eral, is the superior performance in reconstructing images from
incomplete projection data, as the assumption of uniformly sam-
pled projection data is not required (as is the case for analytical
approaches such as FBP).
The two most common iterative methods are algebraic recon-
struction and maximum likelihood reconstruction. The Algebraic
Reconstruction Technique (ART) [46, 47] is a special case of the
Projection Onto Convex Sets (POCS) [48] iterative operator. POCS
iteratively solves for f in the reconstruction problem:
p = A · f (2)
where p is the log-converted CT data, A is the projection ma-
trix, describing all of the projections lines and f is the unknown
reconstruction. The Simultaneous Algebraic Reconstruction Tech-
nique (SART) [49] and the Simultaneous Iterative Reconstruction
Technique (SIRT) [50] are variations of ART.
Maximum Likelihood (ML) reconstruction is a statistically-
based iterative algorithm that is typically used to find the Maximum
Likelihood (ML) estimates of the parameters in a statistical model.
The model parameters that yield a distribution giving the observed
data the greatest probability are found by maximising the log-
likelihood for the observed data [51]. When considering CT recon-
struction, the objective of ML is to estimate the reconstructed image
that best fits the measured projection data under the assumption that
this data obeys the laws of a Poisson distribution. Intuitively, this
equates to finding the image which is most likely to have produced
the measured projection values [52]. While transform-based recon-
struction techniques (such as FBP) attempt to compensate for the
stochastic nature of the projection data by filtering out high fre-
quencies prior to reconstruction, statistical iterative reconstruction
techniques employ statistical models to approximate the projection
data [16]. Statistical iterative reconstruction techniques (such as ML
approaches) offer the additional benefit of significantly decreased
noise levels compared to FBP, provided that the appropriate statisti-
cal models are employed. Ultimately, statistical reconstruction leads
to a significant reduction in streaking artefacts. These improvements
are attributed to the fact that the iterative approach seeks to find the
optimal fit to the measured data, while FBP assumes the data to be
exact, consistent and complete [53].
In nuclear medicine applications such as Positron Emission
Tomography (PET) and Single Photon Emission Tomography
(SPECT), Maximum Likelihood Expectation Maximisation (MLEM)
is the common method for image reconstruction [45]. The Poisson
log-likelihood is optimised by using an Expectation Maximisation
(EM) technique. For CT applications, the MLEM algorithm is
usually applied to the log-converted data. However, the MLEM
algorithms assumes the data are Poisson-distribution which is only
correct for the measured data but not for the log-converted projection
data.
A dedicated MLEM algorithm for CT was developed by Lange
and Carson [44]. Ollinger [54] has, however, demonstrated that the
EM algorithm converges extremely slowly for transmission recon-
structions. Consequently, several ML [55] and Penalised Likelihood
(PL) [56] transmission reconstruction algorithms have adopted the
approach of directly maximising the objective function as opposed to
relying on the classical EM in order to reduce computational costs.
Erdogan and Fessler [57] present an alternate simultaneous update
algorithm to the transmission EM algorithm of Lange and Carson
[44]. The so-called Separable Paraboloidal Surrogates (SPS) algo-
rithm is shown to converge considerably faster than the transmis-
sion EM algorithm. Other examples of direct-maximisation tech-
niques include the convex algorithm [58] and Maximum Likelihood
for Transmission (MLTR) [59].
Hudson and Larkin [60], introduced the concept of Ordered Sub-
set Expectation Maximisation (OSEM) to reduce the computational
demands of MLEM. In OSEM, the projection views are divided into
several Ordered Subsets (OS) which are used to sequentially update
the current reconstruction estimate. The same principle can be ap-
plied to other ML reconstruction techniques [57, 61]. OS is capable
of accelerating the convergence of the ML algorithms by a factor
approximately equal to the number of ordered subsets and generally
requires only small modifications to the algorithm. The major lim-
itation of the approach is that convergence is only guaranteed if an
exact solution exists: if this is not the case, OS results in limit cycles
[60]. Convergence can, however, be enforced by reducing the step
size at each iteration (relaxed update schemes [62]) or by gradually
reducing the number of subsets during reconstruction [63]. Relaxed
update schemes, however, require the manual specification of relax-
ation parameters, as there exists no mathematical technique for se-
lecting optimal parameters. Such user input can have a significant
detrimental effect on the convergence rate [64].
A major advantage of ML reconstruction algorithms is that a pri-
ori information about the image to be reconstructed can incorporated
into the algorithms. In Maximum a-posteriori (MAP) a combined
likelihood is used. The first part of MAP is the ML-part, where the
likelihood for the reconstructed image with respect to the measure-
ment is given. The second part, the prior, describes the likelihood
of the reconstructed image based on a-priori information. Alterna-
tively, in Penalised Likelihood (PL), ‘less likely’ reconstructions are
penalised. The a-priori information used in both MAP and PL is
usually a smoothness constraint.
As has been discussed extensively by de Man [16], ML ap-
proaches allow for a direct incorporation of mathematical models for
various physical limitations of the acquisition process into the sys-
tem matrix (e.g. noise, beam hardening, partial volume effect etc.) as
well as a priori information regarding the reconstructed image (e.g.
smoothness constraints [27]). The FBP approach does not account
for these limitations, leading to artefacts in the final reconstruction.
While accurate modelling of the acquisition process is challenging
and has a significant impact on the accuracy of the reconstruction,
even techniques using simple acquisition models have been shown
to produce better reconstructions (in terms of metal artefacts) than
FBP reconstructions. The predominant limitation of iterative recon-
struction techniques, in the context of this study, is the high compu-
tational cost.
De Man et al. [65] use an effective noise model, a Markov ran-
dom field smoothness prior, a polychromaticity model (to combat
the effects of beam hardening) and increased sampling in the recon-
structed image in a transmission maximum likelihood reconstruction
(MLTR) framework [59]. While this Iterative Maximum-Likelihood
PolyChromatic Algorithm for CT (IMPACT) is not a dedicated MAR
technique, preliminary experimentation does strongly suggest an ef-
fective reduction in the effects of metal artefacts. The benefits of
incorporating prior information and establishing an accurate acqui-
sition model are clearly demonstrated. As with most iterative ap-
proaches, computational cost is an issue - comparing the computa-
tional complexity of IMPACT to the MLTR approach yields a ratio
of 8:3 [66]. Elbakri and Fessler [67, 68] and Menveille et al. [69]
describe ML methods which, similarly to the IMPACT algorithm, in-
corporate a polychromatic acquisition model for multiple materials.
Van Slambrouck and Nuyts [66] demonstrate that the computational
cost of iterative reconstruction using complex reconstruction mod-
els (e.g. [59, 65]) can be reduced without a significant decline in
performance (in terms of metal artefact reduction) by limiting the
use of the complex models for the reconstruction of image regions
near to the metal objects. Less complex models can then be used
for reconstructing the remainder of the image. The images are au-
tomatically subdivided into metal and non-metal regions (patches)
and reconstruction models of varying complexity (MLTRC - a sim-
ple polychromatic extension to the MLTR model [59]; IMPACT - a
fully polychromatic model [65] with or without increased resolution
model) are then applied to these patches depending on the contents
of the patch. The study compares the performance of several iter-
ative reconstruction schemes to a number of sinogram completion-
based approaches (linear interpolation [3, 4], NMAR [20] and FS-
MAR [36]). Applying the MLTRC model in metal-free patches and
the IMPACT model in metal patches, while resulting in a consider-
able reduction in computational cost, is shown to yield reconstruc-
tions of a similar quality to those obtained when using the IMPACT
model for the entire image. While the sinogram completion methods
are shown to produce reconstructions with less obvious metal arte-
facts (compared to the iterative approaches) they are also shown to
be characterised by a loss of and/or distortion of edge and contrast
information in the direct vicinity of the metal objects.
Since iterative reconstruction techniques are inherently better
suited to producing metal artefact-free images, the majority of recent
work in this area has been concerned with minimising the computa-
tional costs of iterative approaches [27, 60, 62, 64, 70, 71, 72, 73].
Despite the development of optimised approaches such as Ordered
Subset Expectation Maximisation (OSEM) [60], the Row-Action
Maximum Likelihood Algorithm (RAMLA) [62], Model-Based
Iterative Reconstruction (MBIR) approaches [72], Iterative Coor-
dinate Descent (ICD) optimisation [74, 75], Block-Iterative (BI)
modifications [76] and numerous hybrid methods [27, 64, 70], high
computational cost remains the major factor preventing the univer-
sal implementation of such techniques in commercial CT machines.
Processing times are still often quoted to be as much as three orders
of magnitude higher than corresponding FBP processing times and
for this reason iterative techniques have yet to be incorporated into
routine clinical practice [16].
The work of Wang et al. [53] may perhaps be considered the
benchmark for iterative reconstruction techniques aimed specifi-
cally at metal artefact reduction in CT. While several earlier studies
[46, 77] address the issue of metal artefact reduction using iterative
reconstruction approaches, the majority of earlier work consid-
ered only reconstructions from complete projections. Wang et al.
[53] present modifications to the Expectation Maximisation (EM)
approach [78] and the Simultaneous Iterative Reconstruction Tech-
nique (SIRT) [50] (an algebraic technique) to deal specifically with
reconstructing CT images from incomplete projections. In particu-
lar, it is shown that two factors set the proposed approaches aside
from related works. Firstly, the EM-type algorithm of [53] adopts
simultaneous iterations: while the approach is similar in many ways
to the Multiplicative Algebraic Reconstruction Technique (MART)
[46], the MART is derived from the Kaczmarz-method [79] for
solving a system of linear equations and is thus sequential in na-
ture. In other words, the correction factors (to be applied to the
image estimates at each iteration) are computed and applied based
on individual projections profiles. The EM algorithm of Wang et
al. [53] computes these correction factors by simultaneously taking
into account all of the projection profiles and then updating the
image estimates. While sequential approaches generally converge
faster than simultaneous approaches, they generally yield poorer
reconstructions characterised by noise-induced salt-and-pepper like
stripes [49]. Furthermore, the convergence of the EM-type itera-
tions has been established under moderate conditions (regardless of
whether the projection data is complete or not), while the MART
method cannot converge in the data-inconsistent case [53]. The
second factor contributing to the superiority (in terms of MAR) of
the methods proposed in [53] is that the authors adopt a spatially
varying relaxation coefficient in each iteration. In previous works,
this coefficient was traditionally constant in each iteration and thus
did not compensate for the nonuniform densities of the re-projecting
and back-projecting rays (non-uniformities are especially prominent
near metal surfaces). In addition to demonstrating that both iterative
approaches (EM-based and ART-based) outperform FBP for incom-
plete projection data as well as for noisy, but complete projection
data, the authors conclude that the EM-type algorithm converges
faster than the ART-type algorithm in terms of both the I-divergence
[80] and the Euclidean distance between the measured and the repro-
jected data [53]. The differences in the computational complexity
of the two proposed approaches are shown to be negligible.
The majority of statistically-based iterative reconstruction meth-
ods are formulated as unconstrained optimisation models that min-
imise or maximise some data-dependent cost function [81]. Zhang
et al. [81] consider the metal affected sinograms as systems with
incomplete data and employ a constrained optimisation model to
compute the optimal solution. Within the constrained optimisation
framework, the data fidelity term (in the optimisation model) be-
comes an inequality and is used to determine a set of images that
satisfy the measured data to within a predefined tolerance. The reg-
ularisation term (in the model) becomes the objective function and
is used to select the optimal image from the feasible set. The opti-
misation problem is solved using a combination of the Projection-
Onto-Convex-Sets (POCS) iterative operator [48] (a combination of
the ART updating scheme and the image non-negativity constraint)
and the steepest gradient descent of the objective function. The con-
strained optimisation algorithm is evaluated using a novel Penalised
Smoothness (PS) function with an edge-preserving prior to generate
an artefact and noise reduced solution. The method is shown to out-
perform linear interpolation [3], ART [53] and EM [53] methods in
terms of simultaneous artefact and noise reduction as well as edge
and contrast preservation in a series of phantom experiments. While
the EM and ART methods yield artefact-reduced images, the authors
demonstrate that the proposed approach is able to eliminate artefacts
entirely.
2.4. Hybrid and Miscellaneous Methods
Several studies have attempted to exploit the advantages of funda-
mentally differing approaches in hybrid algorithms to improve re-
construction performance.
Watzke and Kalender [82] propose merging the outputs of a
conventional linear interpolation-based approach with that of a
Multi-dimensional Adaptive Filter (MAF) [83] to combat the com-
mon shortcomings of direct interpolation-based approaches. The
approach is motivated by the fact that interpolation and MAF com-
pliment one another at varying distances from the metal objects.
Oehler and Buzug [84, 85] present a modified ML-EM approach
that uses a weighted ML-EM algorithm to reconstruct interpolated
sinograms. Different projection lines through the scanned object are
weighted such that the influence of the residual inconsistencies of
the interpolation procedure are minimised. The authors demonstrate
in an overall improvement in image quality. High computational
expense is again highlighted as a major concern.
Lemmens et al. [31] show that the success of iterative recon-
struction approaches rely heavily on algorithm initialisation and pro-
pose a hybrid approach whereby a Maximum a Posteriori (MAP)
scheme is used to define a constrained image (free of artefacts) which
is ultimately used to initialise an MLTR reconstruction. The pro-
posed method involves three separate iterative reconstructions: an
initial MLTR reconstruction, a MAP reconstruction and the final
MLTR reconstruction and processing times are thus extremely high.
To combat this, the authors propose replacing the initial and final
MLTR reconstructions with FBP reconstructions and show that the
deterioration in performance is minimal.
Based on the principle that CT reconstruction fidelity is propor-
tional to the number of projections used [12], Bruyant et al. [86]
present a level line-based interpolation scheme for increasing the
number of projections, without increasing the acquisition time, to
reduce streaking artefacts. The algorithm is fully automated and
eliminates the need for a low pass filter in the reconstruction pro-
cess.
The concept of the virtual sinogram [18, 26] has been mentioned
above as a potential approach for cases where raw projection data is
unavailable. An alternative approach to dealing with such scenarios
involves performing all processing in the image domain and ignor-
ing projection data entirely. Naranjo et al. [87, 88] propose two
approaches for dealing with situations where raw projection data is
not available. The first approach [88] involves morphological filter-
ing in the polar domain (to exploit the inherent symmetry in FBP
reconstructed images). A second, more recent approach [87] uses
a comparison between the current, artefacted slice and an adjacent,
artefact-free slice to locate corrupted regions in the image, which are
ultimately replaced via 2D linear inpainting. Image registration and
morphological dilation are used to accurately locate the corrupted
regions whilst avoiding anatomical structures. The method requires
considerable user input and thus suffers from high processing times.
Finally, it is worth noting that the implementation of all iterative
reconstruction techniques as well as hybrid approaches, combining
sinogram completion and iterative reconstruction, rely on the avail-
ability of the raw (original) projection data. When this data is not
readily available the iterative approach is not feasible.
2.5. Summary
Previous work, where the relative performance of several state-of-
the-art MAR techniques are compared, is limited [5, 6]. There are
presently no comprehensive reviews or quantitative comparative
studies of the state-of-the-art MAR techniques. Furthermore, with
the exception of the work of Mouton et al. [7] (which considers
security CT imagery), all of the MAR studies discussed in this re-
view have been intended for use in the medical domain only. Many
of these rely on the use of priors to guide the sinogram completion
process. While the need for metal artefact reduction in CT imagery
extends beyond the medical domain, the performance of the state-
of-the-art medical MAR techniques in settings where isolated metal
objects occur in non-tissue surroundings (making the generation
of accurate priors more challenging), is unclear. An investigation
into the performance of these existing, medically-based MAR tech-
niques when applied to non-medical images has not been conducted
previously.
The remainder of this study thus aims to provide a more com-
prehensive performance comparison of several recent state-of-the-art
MAR techniques using a standard medical comparison protocol and
also investigating how this performance translates to a non-medical




Performance evaluation is an important yet challenging task. With
the exception of the work of Mouton et al. [7] (which considers
security CT imagery), all of the MAR studies discussed in the pre-
ceding review share a primary objective of improving the diagnostic
quality of medical CT images; in other words making the CT image
easier to read for a radiologist. Therefore, in reality, the problem
is a qualitative one; a MAR technique is deemed effective if a ra-
diologist (or some other expert human observer) concludes that the
image is easier to interpret after applying the MAR algorithm. It
is thus not surprising that the majority of studies rely heavily on a
subjective analysis for measuring performance. This makes it rather
challenging to reliably compare different techniques. Nonetheless,
some studies have presented some form of quantitative analysis.
A common trend is to perform both clinical studies using real-
world CT scans, as well as simulated studies using phantoms (ob-
jects which are designed to mimic the properties of human tissue
and/or organs). In the medical domain, the use of physical phan-
toms [19, 20, 23, 24, 89] as well as software generated phantoms
[16, 19, 27, 31, 65] have become accepted comparative protocols.
The use of phantoms (numerical and physical) allows for the estab-
lishment of gold standard images (usually obtained by scanning or
simulating the phantom without metal inserts) and hence the imple-
mentation of any standard image reconstruction performance mea-
sure [90].
Meyer et al. [20] compare the projection (sinogram) profiles
and image profiles of software generated phantom images (contain-
ing artefacts) after applying MAR with the corresponding profiles of
a reference image (artefact-free phantom image) to quantify MAR
performance. It is claimed that effective MAR will yield profiles
that closely resemble those of the reference image. It is important
to note, however, that this analysis technique would not be possible
using real-world data. The true challenge thus lies in quantifying the
performance of an algorithm on real-world data.
A simple reduction in the standard deviation of the reconstructed
image is often cited as evidence of successful reduction in streaking
[21]. This approach exploits the notion that streaking results in large
and frequent fluctuations in the CT values of the reconstructed im-
age with respect to the underlying CT values. Hence, reducing these
fluctuations will result in a more homogeneous image and thus a
lower standard deviation. This approach is somewhat rudimentary
however, as it does not account for the unwanted blurring of im-
age details in the artefact-free regions of the images, which would
also lead to more homogeneous images and hence reduced stan-
dard deviations. Although more sophisticated standard deviation-
type measures have been employed [19], these usually rely on the
prior knowledge of the ideal attenuation values of the regions in the
direct vicinity of the metal objects, which is not always available
outside of the medical domain [10].
Abdoli et al. [18] perform quantitative performance analysis us-
ing Bland-Altman plots [91]. Three regions are specified in each
of the CT slices: overestimated regions (pixel densities higher than
expected due to artefacts), underestimated regions (pixel densities
lower than expected due to artefacts) and unaffected regions (regions
not affected by streaking). The Bland-Altman plot (or, equivalently,
the Tukey mean-difference plot) is used to compare the pixel densi-
ties in these regions before and after applying MAR and ultimately to
quantify performance. While this approach does rely on the knowl-
edge of the intensity distributions of the images prior to MAR, this
extends only to the ability to distinguish between regions in the im-
ages which are and are not affected by streaking (a distinction which
can be performed by manual inspection of any image). It does not
require prior knowledge of the actual characteristics (i.e. ideal CT
numbers) of the contents of the scan, as is the case in the more so-
phisticated standard deviation methods mentioned previously.
Ens et al. [92] present a reference-free performance measure
termed the Band-Pass filtered Gradient (BPG) measure to quanti-
tatively evaluate the performance of MAR techniques when ground
truth data is not available. The BPG measure is computed as the sum
of the pixel values in the gradient image of a given image, where the
sum is limited to gradient values falling within a predefined band
(hence band-pass filtered). This band is defined by manually se-
lected upper and lower band-limits. The BPG of a given image is
expected to be higher in an image corrupted with streaking artefacts.
Kratz et al. [11] also present a reference-free ground truth metric
for quantitatively evaluating the performance of MAR techniques.
The authors make the assumption that in the original projection data,
the presence of metal objects have no influence on the projection
readings outside of the actual metal traces. Due to its nature, this
is not the case for the virtual sinogram however [26]. The original
projection data, outside of the metal traces, is thus considered to be
an inherent ground truth which is used as a reference for evaluating
the degree of image artefacts. Using a standard distance metric, the
regions in the original and corrected (virtual) sinograms outside of
the metal traces are compared. For a given CT image, the value of
this metric should decrease with a reduction in metal streak artefacts.
While the quality of the performance measure is shown to be com-
parable to other reference-free measures, such as the BPG measure
[92], the approach is deemed superior in that it is fully automated.
Mouton et al. [7] introduce a novel quantitative analysis tech-
nique based on the ratio of noisy 3D SIFT feature points [93] identi-
fied. The technique is focussed particularly on quantifying the likely
impact of MAR on 3D automated object recognition. To date, this
appears to be the only approach that considers quantitative perfor-
mance analysis of MAR in true 3-dimensional space as opposed to
on a per-slice basis.
3.2. Proposed Methodology
3.2.1. Data
Prior work (Section 3.1) shows that it is accepted practice in the
literature to use numerical simulations and mathematical phantoms
to measure the performance of MAR techniques, as this allows for
reliable quantitative performance analysis [16, 19, 27, 31, 65, 66].
We employ a 2D phantom composed of: two large circular iron
inserts (diameter 2 cm) surrounded by circles of cancellous (soft)
bone; three small isolated circular iron inserts (diameter 0.4 cm) and
a region of fatty tissue. The remainder of the phantom is water. The
artefact free phantom is shown in Fig. 3 (a). The numerical simula-
tion of the phantom was performed using a simulator based on that
presented by De Man et al. [14], extended with a distance driven
projector [94]. This 2D simulator has been used extensively in pre-
vious MAR studies [14, 27, 31, 65, 66]. The simulation models the
effects of beam hardening (due to the polychromatic nature of X-
ray spectra), scattered radiation, projection noise and the trans-axial
non-linear partial volume effect (or the exponential edge-gradient ef-
fect (EEGE)). De Man et al. [14] have cited these as the predominant
causes of streaking in medical CT images. The simulation includes
a 10-times subsampling of the detector elements, a 5-times subsam-
pling of the source (using a source width of 1 mm) and a 5-times
subsampling of the projection views (to model the continuous rota-
tion of the gantry). The effects of afterglow and detector-crosstalk
were not considered. Scatter is simulated according to the following
formula:
si = F0 · Cc · yi ·mi (3)
where si is the scatter value at position i in the sinogram and i
indicates both the angle and position (within the detector array) of
the projection line; F0 is the fraction of photons scattered forward (at
an angle of 0o); Cc is the fraction of the attenuation resulting from
Compton scatter (i.e. electron-photon interactions); yi is the trans-
mission simulation value at i and mi is the log-converted sinogram:
mi = ln(bi/yi) (4)
where bi is blank scan value at position i (the detected number
of photons in sinogram pixel i in the absence of an absorber).
A fan-beam acquisition was simulated using 672 detectors and
1160 views per rotation (360◦). We used a focus-to-isocentre dis-
tance of 570 mm, a focus-to-detector distance of 1040 mm, a Field
of View (FoV) diameter of 50 cm and a detector angular aperture
of 0.0741◦ (giving a fan angle of approximately 52◦). These geo-
metric parameters approximate the Siemens SOMATOM Sensation
64 CT scanner. A simulated X-ray spectrum was generated using
the Xcomp5 software [95] at a nominal tube voltage of 140 kV (see
Fig. 5). After simulation, the fan-beam sinograms were rebinned to
parallel beam data [96]. Filtered Back Projection (FBP) was used
to create the reconstructed image with 512 x 512 pixels. The final,
artefact corrupted simulation is illustrated in Fig. 3 (c). A reference
image (Fig. 3 (a)) was generated using a monochromatic simulation
at 70 keV (which approximates the mean energy of the polychro-
matic spectrum in Fig. 5) - this image is used as a reference in the
qualitative (visual comparison) analyses. To allow for quantitative
analysis, a second reference image was generated by an identical
polychromatic simulation but without metal inserts (Fig. 3 (b)).
In order to evaluate the MAR methods on clinical data, we have
included a CT scan of a patient with a double hip prosthesis. The
spiral CT data was acquired on a Siemens Sensation 16 system as
part of a Biograph16 PET/CT scanner (Siemens Medical Solutions,
Knoxville, TN) at nominal tube voltage of 120 kVp, a Computed
Tomography Dose Index (CTDI) of 11.9, using a collimation of 16
x 1.5 mm. A reconstruction slice thickness of 3 mm was used. Prior
to reconstruction, the spiral data was rebinned to parallel beam data
[96]. The FBP-reconstructed slice used in this study is shown in Fig.
3 (d).
Furthermore, two ‘real-world’, non-medical scans obtained us-
ing the CT-80 model dual-energy baggage scanner (Reveal Imaging
Inc.), have been used to provide insight into the performance of the
predominantly medically-based MAR techniques when applied to
novel CT applications (in this case aviation security). A fan-beam
geometry was employed with a focus-to-isocentre distance of 550
mm, a focus-to-detector distance of 1008.4 mm at a nominal tube
voltage of 160 kVp. The optimal spatial resolution of the scan-
ner is 1.56x1.61x5.00mm. For this study, we have used individual
512x512 axial slices from the volumes generated by the CT-80 scan-
ner (Fig. 4 (c) and (d)). Prior to reconstruction, the fan-beam sino-
grams were rebinned to parallel beam data [96]. The first of the two
real-world security scans contains two metallic objects (firearms) in
a container with no background clutter (Fig. 4 (a)). The second
real-world scan is of a cluttered passenger bag containing multiple
metallic objects (firearm, belt buckles, metallic zipper etc.) and a
variety of commonly encountered objects of varying density (e.g.
clothing, bottles etc.) (Fig. 4 (b)). In the context of this study, we
consider all non-metallic objects in the scan as clutter.
Security screening CT scans are generally of a poorer quality
than the state-of-the-art medical CT data. While sub-millimetre
isotropic resolutions in all three dimensions has become the norm in
medical CT scanners [97, 98], the real-world data obtained from the
CT-80 baggage scanner used in this study, yields an optimal spatial
resolution of 1.56x1.61x5.00mm. Furthermore, the demand for a
higher scan speed in the security screening setting leads to com-
promises in image quality in both resolution and noise [99]. The
resolution of security CT data is thus anisotropic and significantly
worse than the state-of-the-art medical data. Anisotropic voxel reso-
lution and poor resolution in the axial plane in particular, compound
the effects of image noise and artefacts [2].
The content of security CT scans also differ substantially to that
encountered in the medical setting [7]. Medical CT scans generally
present with relatively low degrees of clutter and the metallic ob-
jects encountered are surrounded by human tissue with known and
hence predictable characteristics. The content of a typical security
CT scan, however, is highly unpredictable and complex, exhibiting
high degrees of clutter. The metallic objects encountered in this set-
ting are not surrounded by human tissue, but rather by any range of
materials, which are not known prior to the scan. This makes the
fine-tuning of algorithms more challenging. It is widely accepted
that the performance of both humans and computer algorithms are
severely affected by complexity and clutter [99]. Furthermore, the
metal objects encountered in the security setting are both larger and
more variable in appearance than those found in the medical setting
(e.g. firearm vs. dental filling). As a result, the metal artefacts gen-
erated are often more severe.
The purpose of including these real-world security images in the
experimental study is thus to evaluate the suitability of the current
state-of-the-art medical MAR techniques when applied to images
obtained from alternate CT domains.
3.2.2. Performance Analysis
Quantitative performance analysis for the phantom study is per-
formed by computing the Normalised Root Mean Squared Er-
ror (NRMSE) [100, 101] of the difference between the FBP-
reconstructed image without metal inserts (Fig. 3 (b)) and the
MAR-corrected images:
NRMSE =





Where fj is the corrected image; frefj is the reference image; µ
is the mean of all the reference image intensities and N˜ is the (re-
duced) number of pixels in the image (as the regions corresponding
to the metal inserts are not considered). A large difference (between
fj and frefj ) in a few pixels results in a high NRMSE. An NRMSE
value of 1 would correspond to a uniformly-dense corrected image
with an intensity value equal to µ [101].
In the real-world experiments (patient and security data), quan-
titative performance analysis is performed using the reference-free
ground truth metric of Kratz et al. [11]. The technique has been de-
scribed in further detail in Section 3.1. In order to determine the ve-
racity of the reference-free metric, the reference-free and normalised
root mean square errors for the phantom data are computed and com-
pared.
While absolute computational times are presented, we empha-
sise that in the implementation of each of the compared techniques
little attention has been paid to optimisation. We therefore acknowl-
edge that the computational performance results may be misleading
in some cases. The relationship between the error and processing
time is quantified by computing a normalised product of the error
and processing time for each of the methods. The value of this prod-
uct falls in the range [0, 1] with a value of 1 being the worst possible
value (i.e. highest error and highest processing time).
Finally, standard qualitative performance analyses (visual com-
parisons) are performed for all the data. In order to remain consistent
with the majority of MAR-based literature, performance is consid-
ered on a 2D (per-slice) basis only.
4. APPROACHES EVALUATED
Based on the review in Section 2, those methods claiming substantial
performance gains are experimentally reviewed here. Techniques
which show little to no improvement (qualitative or quantitative)
when compared to simple interpolation-based approaches, as well
as techniques which are characterised by extremely high processing
times have been excluded from this comparative study. Further-
more, the literature shows that many of the more recent iterative
reconstruction-based and hybrid MAR approaches rely on the ef-
ficacy of initial iterative approaches such as Maximum Likelihood
Expectation Maximisation (ML-EM). Therefore, for the sake of
simplicity, only the EM-based approach of Wang et al. [53] is
considered here. It is expected, however, that the performance of
the simple EM-based approach will be inferior to more recent it-
erative approaches that employ sophisticated priors and acquisition
models. As is common practice in MAR-based literature, a linear
interpolation-based approach [3] has also been included in the com-
parison. In summary, 11 sinogram completion-based approaches
[3, 7, 18, 19, 20, 22, 23, 24, 34, 35, 36] and 1 iterative reconstruc-
tion approach [53] are compared. Hereafter, these 12 techniques
are referred to using the following descriptors: Kalender [3]; Wang
[53]; Zhao [23]; Bal [34]; Yu [19]; Jeong [22]; Li [24]; Abdoli [18];
Meyer1 [20]; Meyer2 [35]; Meyer3 [36]; Mouton [7]. Unless spec-
ified otherwise, algorithm parameters have been selected according
to the optimal settings presented in the original works.
5. RESULTS
All the software for this study was developed in MATLAB (The
MathWorks Inc., Natick, Massachusetts, USA) and based on the in-
formation available in the original publications. The experiments
were performed on a regular PC (Intel Core i5, 2.30GHz CPU).
5.1. Medical CT Results
Tables 1 and 2 and Figs. 6, 7 and 9 show the results of the phantom
data experiments. Both the quantitative and qualitative results are,
for the most part, in agreement with the observations made in the lit-
erature. The iterative approach of Wang et al. [53] yielded the lowest
error (NRMSE = 0.167) and produced an image with a substantial
reduction in artefacts (compared to FBP) and good preservation of
edge and contrast information. The interpolation-based approaches
(especially the Kalender [3], Meyer1 (NMAR) [20], Meyer2 (AN-
MAR) [35], and to a lesser degree, Mouton [7] approaches) yielded
images which, at first glance, appear smooth and apparently free of
artefacts. Upon closer inspection however, the loss and/or defor-
mation of image detail is evident. This is reflected in the higher
errors for these methods when compared to the iterative approach.
While the Mouton image displays a significant reduction in streak-
ing, the method performs poorly when dealing with the dark bands
which are common in the regions connecting multiple metal objects.
The Meyer3 (FSMAR) [36] approach resulted in a better preserva-
tion of edge and contrast information (compared to the Kalender,
Meyer1 and Meyer2 images) but also reintroduced much of the orig-
inal streaking from the FBP image. Of the sinogram completion-
based approaches, the Zhao [23] and Abdoli [18] approaches yielded
the most satisfactory images in terms of artefact reduction and edge
and contrast preservation. While the Zhao (0.189), Bal (0.398), Yu
(0.242), Abdoli (0.192), Meyer1 (0.243), Meyer2 (0.239), Meyer3
(0.336) and Mouton (0.221) approaches all produced significant im-
provements in the NRMSE, compared to the FBP (0.872) image, the
Jeong (0.726) and Li (0.478) approaches performed notably poorer
than these methods - both in terms of error and visual quality. In
fact,both of these approaches yielded higher errors than the Kalen-
der approach.
To emphasise the difference in image quality, the metal regions
of the best (iterative as well as sinogram completion) and worst
methods (in terms of NRMSE) have been magnified and are shown
in Fig. 8. The Wang and Zhao images show significant reductions
in streaking, while the Jeong image, although showing a reduction
in the original streaks, contains significant amounts of secondary
streaking, especially in the regions connecting the metal objects.
The normalised errors (reference-free [11] and NRMSE) for the
phantom data are compared in Table 2 and Fig. 9. To allow for a di-
rect comparison, the errors are represented as a percentage of the un-
processed (FBP) error. While smaller variations in the reference-free
metric are observed between the different methods, the two metrics
resulted in a very similar performance ranking.
Table 3 and Fig. 10 and 11 show the results of the patient experi-
ments. Quantitative error analysis was performed using the reference
free metric of Kratz et al. [11]. For the most part, the results are
fairly similar to the phantom data experiments, and are again largely
in agreement with the observations made in the literature. The Wang
(17.21%), Zhao (19.63%) and Abdoli (20.18%) approaches yielded
the lowest errors, while the Jeong approach (84.22%) was again
the worst performing method, performing considerably worse than
the linear interpolation approach of Kalender (36.88%) and only
marginally better than standard FBP reconstruction (100%) (Table
3). The remaining approaches all resulted in significant reductions
in the normalised error (compared to the FBP reconstruction). With
reference to the qualitative results in Fig. 11, the interpolation-based
approaches (Kalender, Meyer1, Meyer2, Bal and Mouton) produced
smooth images, with apparently few artefacts but a notable loss in
edge and contrast information. Although the Meyer3 approach bet-
ter preserved edge and contrast information, a greater degree of the
original streaking artefacts remained. The Mouton approach again
failed to correct for the dark bands in the regions connecting the
metal objects. The improvement in image quality yielded by the
Jeong approach is limited and despite noticeable secondary streak-
ing (see Fig. 12), the approach still yielded a reasonable reduction in
the error (Table 3) as the original streaking was reduced. This high-
lights the importance of considering both quantitative and qualitative
results in performance evaluation.
As expected, the iterative reconstruction approach (Wang) was
the most computationally intensive in both medical experiments (see
Tables 1 and 3). Although all the techniques yielded higher pro-
cessing times compared to the Kalender approach, the majority of
these times are still considerably lower than the Wang approach and
within a manageable range. Of the sinogram completion-based ap-
proaches, the Bal [34] and Li approaches yielded times which were
considerably higher than the other methods. The significant compu-
tational expense of the Bal approach can most likely be attributed to
the adaptive pre-filtering stage of the algorithm. The plots in Figs. 6
and 10 indicate that performance (in terms of error) is not correlated
with computational expense. Excluding the iterative reconstruction
approach, the Li approach, for example, yielded the highest process-
ing time, but also the second highest error. To quantify this rela-
tionship between the error and processing time, the products of the
normalised errors and processing times for each of the methods are
shown in the third column of Tables 1 and 10. Judging performance
based on these products alone, emphasises the major drawback of
the high computational cost associated with iterative reconstruction
(Wang approach).
Fig. 12 shows magnified regions in the patient images produced
by the best performing methods (in terms of error). The reduction in
streaking evident in the Wang and Zhao images is perhaps less than
that observed in the phantom experiments. In fact, the Wang im-
age appears to contain a greater a degree of streaking than the Zhao
image, despite a lower error. The Zhao image shows some blurring
of the metal edges and regions surrounding the metal objects. The
Jeong image shows little, if any, reduction in the original streaks and
again contains significant amounts of secondary streaking.
5.2. Security Screening Results
The quantitative analysis results for the security CT scans are shown
in Tables 4 and 5 and Fig. 13 and 16. For those MAR techniques that
utilise priors, the optimal input parameters were determined empiri-
cally, based on preliminary experimentation using a large set of 2D
slices (80 slices) randomly selected from 20 real-world volumetric
baggage scans with varying contents.
The results follow a similar trend for the two scenarios (clutter-
free and cluttered). While all the methods yielded some reduction
in error, the Wang (errors: 8.91% for clutter-free, 18.91% for clut-
tered), Zhao (8.71% and 23.11%), Mouton (9.01% and 25.17%)
and Abdoli (15.12% and 29.22%) approaches showed the most sig-
nificant improvements. Notably, the Zhao approach outperformed
(albeit only marginally) the Wang approach for the clutter free
scenario. As was the case in the phantom experiments, the Jeong
(42.01% and 89.01%) and Li (35.33% and 65.28%) approaches were
the two worst performing methods - yielding significantly higher er-
rors than the Kalender approach (20.13% and 44.73%). Perhaps
the most interesting observation from these results is that several of
the MAR methods that are considered state-of-the-art in the med-
ical domain yielded minimal performance gains over the simple
linear interpolation-based approach of Kalender. This is particularly
evident for the methods presented by Meyer et al. [20, 35, 36]
(Meyer1 (24.32% and 44.43%), Meyer2 (22.40% and 43.98%) and
Meyer3 (34.81% and 42.81%)) and Bal and Spies [34] (19.67% and
33.60%) which use multi-class segmentation to generate priors. The
small performance gains are emphasised further by the normalised
products in the third column of Tables 4 and 5, which represent
a combined performance measure, assuming the error metrics and
computational times to be of equal performance. At the very least,
judging from these error metrics alone, the performance gains of the
more complex methods over the simple linear interpolation approach
were not as significant as indicated in the medical literature.
The images in Fig. 14 to Fig. 18 show the qualitative results for
the real-world scans. In all cases the reduction in streaking is consid-
erably less than in the phantom image. While the Wang, Zhao and
Mouton approaches yielded significant reductions in streaking for
both the clutter-free (Fig. 14) and cluttered (Fig. 17) scenarios, all
of the sinogram completion-based approaches led to a loss of and/or
distortion in image details to some degree. This is especially evi-
dent in the cluttered scenario where, despite the notable reductions
in streaking, the Zhao, Bal, Abdoli, Meyer1, Meyer2 and Mouton
images are characterised by a noticeable blurring of the low density
regions of the image (Fig. 17). In both the clutter-free and clut-
tered scenarios, the Jeong approache produced images characterised
by rather intense secondary streaking with little, if any, improvement
in image quality. As expected, performance on a whole was poorer
in the cluttered scenario (Fig. 17), where even the best performing
methods (Wang and Zhao) contained noticeable streaking and/or loss
of image detail in the non-metal regions. It is difficult to determine
whether or not the Mouton approach again performed poorly in im-
age regions corrupted by dark bands since the security scans have a
higher dynamic range than medical scans, making the background
regions and regions in between metal objects naturally dark (even in
the cluttered images).
Fig. 15 and Fig. 18 show magnifications of the best performing
techniques in the clutter-free and cluttered scenarios respectively.
For the clutter-free case (Fig. 15), although the best performing
method in terms of error (Zhao method) produced a considerably
cleaner image, a noticeable loss of edge and contrast information is
evident (in the form of blurring). The Jeong image is again heavily
corrupted by secondary streaking. For the cluttered case (Fig. 18),
the Wang and Zhao images again exhibit a significant reduction in
streaking relative to the FBP image, but image detail (for example
the outline of the bag and low density objects in the direct vicinity of
the metal objects) are compromised. This is especially noticeable in
the Zhao image, where the MAR process has resulted in a blurring of
the regions surrounding the metal objects. Again, the Jeong image
shows little, if any, improvement in image quality. While the differ-
ences in the errors for the Wang and Zhao approaches are negligible,
the Wang images appear to be of a slightly better visual quality. For
the most part, however, the degree of improvement in image quality
for all the methods does seem to correlate fairly well with the error
analyses in Tables 4 and 5, thereby further verifying the veracity of
the reference-free error metric.
Judging from the shapes of the curves in Fig. 13 and 16 as well
as the readings in Tables 4 and 5, the processing times in both real-
world experiments followed a very similar pattern to that seen in the
phantom experiment (Table 1 and Fig. 6).
6. DISCUSSION
It is worth elaborating on several of the aforementioned results. The
results of the phantom experiment have highlighted a shortcoming of
the Mouton approach [7]. The approach is shown to perform poorly
in image regions corrupted by dark bands. A phenomenon which
typically occurs in the (straight line) regions connecting the multiple
metal objects. This observation reveals a fundamental flaw in the
Mouton approach - namely that imposing an intensity limit on the
corrected image may undo the corrections of dark bands. Since the
approach was originally developed for use on security CT images
[7], it is likely that this limitation was overlooked due to the typically
high dynamic range of security images, which results in naturally
dark background regions, thereby making dark bands less prominent.
A possible solution to this could be to reduce or ignore the intensity
limiting procedure in the regions connecting the metal objects and is
left as an area for future work.
While the interpolation-based approaches (especially the Kalen-
der [3], Meyer1 [20], Meyer2 [35], Bal [34] and Mouton[7]) success-
fully remove streaking, a common shortcoming is the loss of and/or
distortion in edge and contrast information. The Meyer3 approach
(FSMAR) [36] compensates for this by utilising high frequency in-
formation from the initial FBP reconstruction. While this results
in better preservation of image details, an unfortunate byproduct is
that much of the original streaking is reintroduced into the corrected
image. Consequently, the Meyer3 images in both the phantom and
real-world studies present with greater degrees of streaking than the
comparative methods.
The results of the four experiments reveal several trends. The
Jeong [22] and Li [24] techniques consistently produce the poor-
est results - quantitatively as well as qualitatively. Coupled with
their high computational costs, these two techniques appear to be
of little comparative value to the other approaches considered in this
study. The iterative reconstruction approach (Wang [53]), despite
not employing a complex prior model, consistently yields low errors
in all four experiments but is also consistently the most computa-
tionally intensive. It is likely that incorporating more sophisticated
modelling processes into the iterative approach (e.g. [65, 66, 85])
will lead to further reductions in the errors. The Zhao [23], Ab-
doli [18] and Mouton [7] approaches also yield significant quan-
titative and qualitative improvements across all four experiments -
with significant and noticeable reductions in streaking and relatively
good preservation of details. Of these, the Zhao approach yields the
lowest errors and performs comparably to the iterative approach of
Wang [53]. The processing times of the majority of the sinogram
completion-based approaches remain manageable and considerably
lower than the iterative approach. We do however, emphasise that
little attention was paid to computational optimisation of the algo-
rithms.
Perhaps the most interesting observation is that the performance
gains of the state-of-the-art methods over the simple linear interpo-
lation approach of Kalender et al. [3] are not as significant in the
security screening domain compared to the medical domain. This
observation is supported further by quantifying the relationship be-
tween error and computational cost. When considering performance
based on this measure alone, simple linear interpolation comfortably
produces the best results in all four experiments. Performing a direct
scalar multiplication of the two values does, however, assume that
the errors and processing times are of equal importance in terms of
performance. In reality, the relative importance of the two measures
is dependent on the application. In security screening applications
(e.g. baggage checkpoints at airports) for example, processing times
are of greater relative importance when compared to medical appli-
cations, where accurate diagnoses and hence image quality, are of
the highest importance. This highlights the potential benefit of es-
tablishing a suitable tradeoff between the degree of artefact reduction
and computational cost and performing a weighted multiplication ac-
cordingly. Naturally, this tradeoff would be application dependent.
The fact that the more complex methods perform only marginally
better, or worse in some instances (in terms of error) than linear in-
terpolation in the security CT experiments can be attributed to the
fact that many of the state-of-the-art methods employ priors to guide
the sinogram correction process ([20, 23, 34, 35, 36]). While medi-
cal CT scans are consistent enough in their appearance to allow for
priors to be reliably generated based on known tissue characteristics,
the variability and unpredictability in the contents of baggage CT
data, makes the generation of such priors more challenging in those
domains. These observations indicate that a poor choice of prior
may lead to poorer results than not using any prior information at all
(i.e. the Kalender approach). This is not entirely surprising and is in
concurrence with the conclusions of Karimi et al. [15] that an inac-
curate prior has a significant detrimental effect on the performance
of a MAR algorithm. Fine tuning of the parameters that influence
the computation of the priors would most likely result in improved
performances and values that better support the results obtained on
medical images. Such tuning, however, can be a laborious, empirical
process and would detract from the efficiency of the method. An
exhaustive optimisation of the parameter space is left as an area
for future work. While these results unfortunately indicate that the
MAR techniques that employ prior information are less well suited
to settings where the generation of such priors is difficult (e.g. the
security domain), they do not detract from the claims made in the
original publications regarding the success of the methods in the
medical domain.
As expected, the introduction of clutter complicates the MAR
process further, especially in terms of generating accurate priors.
This is reflected in the universal decrease in the overall performance
of all of the methods. While streaking artefacts are reduced to some
degree in most cases, the overall improvements in visual quality of
the images are in most cases minimal. In several cases, the negative
impact of the secondary artefacts and the corruption of important im-
age details (especially in the vicinity of metal objects) outweighs the
positive impact of the reduction of the original streaks.
The similar performance rankings produced in the phantom ex-
periments by the reference-free error metric [11] and the NRMSE, as
well as the correlation between image quality and error in the real-
world studies, gives credence to the veracity of the reference-free
metric. Despite the fact that a reduction in error generally corre-
sponds to some improvement in image quality, it is important to em-
phasise that considering the results of either performance measure
(quantitative or qualitative) alone, is likely to be misleading. Even
when reference data is available, reliable quantitative performance
analysis is challenging and at the very least needs to be presented
in conjunction with qualitative results - this is a factor which has
been neglected to a large degree in the literature and has possibly
contributed to exaggerated performance claims.
7. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTUREWORK
This study has provided an overview of techniques for the reduction
of streaking artefacts caused by metallic objects in X-ray Computed
Tomography (CT) images. A comprehensive literature review of
the existing state-of-the-art Metal Artefact Reduction (MAR) tech-
niques, drawn almost exclusively from the medical CT literature,
has been presented. The literature review has been supported by
an experimental comparison grounded in an evaluation based on a
standard scientific comparison protocol for MAR methods, using a
software generated medical phantom image. The experimental com-
parison has been extended beyond the medical imaging domain by
considering novel applications of CT imagery where MAR literature
is limited. In particular, we have considered CT images obtained
from the aviation security screening domain which consist of metal
objects with no surrounding tissue in both isolated and cluttered en-
vironments. We perform a comprehensive quantitative analysis by
considering both image quality as well as computational cost and
demonstrate the importance (especially in non-medical applications)
of considering the tradeoff between the two measures when deter-
mining overall performance. A comparative study of this nature,
that considers both medical and non-medical applications, has not
been conducted previously.
MAR approaches generally fall into one of four categories:
sinogram completion methods; iterative reconstruction methods;
hybrid methods and miscellaneous methods. The most predominant
drawback of standard interpolation-based sinogram completion ap-
proaches is the introduction of secondary artefacts in the corrected
images and a loss of information, especially in regions in the di-
rect vicinity of the metal objects. Therefore, the majority of recent
MAR-based literature has focussed on reducing the occurrence of
secondary artefacts in the corrected images. Although iterative
reconstruction techniques are known to produce superior results,
high computational costs are their major drawback. The majority
of recent iterative reconstruction approaches have thus focussed on
computational optimisation as opposed to improving image quality.
Based on the review of the literature, the second part of this
study has been an experimental performance comparison of several
‘state-of-the-art’ MAR techniques when applied to one, state-of-the-
art numerical medical phantom and two aviation security CT images
of varying complexity. While performance trends on the medi-
cal data (simulated and clinical) are fairly similar to those predicted
by the literature, two important observations are made: 1) the med-
ical MAR techniques that employ prior information, are less well
suited to settings where the generation of such priors is difficult
(i.e. the aviation security domain); 2) sinogram completion-based
approaches are generally sensitive to input parameters and require
manual tuning. Finally, our experimental analysis has supported the
claims of Kratz et al. [11] regarding the reliability and effectiveness
of their reference-free quantitative performance measure.
The development of techniques to automatically determine opti-
mal parameters may be a valuable contribution of future work. The
importance of determining an appropriate tradeoff between image
quality and computational cost is highlighted and left as an area for
future work. Judging from the superiority of iterative reconstruc-
tion (in terms of artefact removal), the ever increasing computa-
tional power of modern hardware and the sensitivity of sinogram
completion-based approaches to parameter settings, iterative recon-
struction optimisation techniques may be a more fruitful avenue to
pursue in future work, as opposed to attempting to develop novel
sinogram completion-based approaches.
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FBP 0.872 0.18 0.002
Kalender 0.401 1.62 0.006
Wang 0.174 123.30 0.200
Zhao 0.189 11.65 0.021
Bal 0.398 48.95 0.181
Yu 0.242 9.88 0.022
Jeong 0.726 16.59 0.112
Li 0.478 54.72 0.243
Abdoli 0.192 6.42 0.012
Meyer1 0.243 6.67 0.015
Meyer2 0.239 6.61 0.015
Meyer3 0.336 14.81 0.046
Mouton 0.221 9.62 0.020
Table 2. Copmarison of NRMSE and reference-free error [11] for



















Table 3. Quantitative analysis results for patient data. Errors com-








FBP 100.00 0.21 0.001
Kalender 36.88 1.32 0.003
Wang 17.21 149.80 0.172
Zhao 19.63 9.22 0.012
Bal 26.40 46.81 0.083
Yu 24.19 7.77 0.013
Jeong 84.22 8.00 0.045
Li 39.28 73.31 0.192
Abdoli 20.18 9.83 0.013
Meyer1 25.01 10.10 0.017
Meyer2 24.90 10.39 0.017
Meyer3 33.71 19.07 0.043
Mouton 23.79 10.25 0.016
Table 4. Quantitative analysis results for real-world data: multiple









FBP 100.00 0.13 0.001
Kalender 20.13 0.73 0.001
Wang 8.91 143.94 0.089
Zhao 8.71 5.10 0.003
Bal 19.67 25.81 0.035
Yu 19.83 8.55 0.012
Jeong 42.01 6.56 0.019
Li 35.33 42.14 0.103
Abdoli 15.12 5.33 0.006
Meyer1 24.32 5.24 0.009
Meyer2 22.40 5.23 0.008
Meyer3 34.81 11.18 0.027
Mouton 9.01 6.25 0.004
Table 5. Quantitative analysis results for real-world data: multiple
metallic objects, cluttered background. Errors computed using the








FBP 100.00 0.23 0.001
Kalender 44.73 1.46 0.004
Wang 22.41 167.80 0.224
Zhao 23.11 10.12 0.014
Bal 33.60 51.68 0.104
Yu 32.75 16.74 0.033
Jeong 89.01 13.01 0.069
Li 65.28 76.12 0.296
Abdoli 29.22 10.33 0.018
Meyer1 44.43 11.04 0.029
Meyer2 43.98 11.23 0.029
Meyer3 42.81 21.38 0.055
Mouton 25.17 13.25 0.002
Fig. 1. Example of streaking artefacts caused by metallic objects.
(a) Medical scan containing metallic hip replacements (b) Security
screening scan containing metallic firearm
Fig. 2. A parallel beam geometry. The X-ray beams make an angle
of θ with the y-axis and are at a distance r from the origin
Fig. 3. Simulated and clinical medical data. a) Monochromatic FBP
reconstruction of software simulated phantom image (no artefacts).
b) Polychromatic FBP reconstruction of metal-free phantom (used
as a reference image in quantitative analysis). c) Polychromatic FBP
reconstruction of phantom with metal inserts (test image). d) FBP
reconstruction of patient scan with double hip prosthesis.
Fig. 4. Real-world security screening CT data. a) Axial slice of two
firearms in clutter-free environment. b) Axial slice of multiple metal
objects in cluttered environment. c) Source volume of slice in (a). d)
Source volume of slice in (b)
Fig. 5. Simulated spectrum at a nominal tube voltage of 140 kV
used in polychromatic simulations. Generated using the Xcomp5
software [95].
Fig. 6. Graphical comparison of quantitative analysis results of
phantom experiments.
Fig. 7. Qualitative results of phantom experiments. (Window = 800
HU, Centre = 0 HU)
Fig. 8. Magnification of FBP, Wang, Zhao and Jeong phantom im-
ages. (Window = 800 HU, Centre = 0 HU)
Fig. 9. Graphical comparison of NRMSE and reference-free error
[11] for phantom experiments. Errors represented as % of FBP error.
Fig. 10. Graphical comparison of quantitative analysis results of
patient experiments.
Fig. 11. Qualitative results of patient experiments. (Window = 500
HU, Centre = 0 HU)
Fig. 12. Magnification of FBP, Wang, Zhao and Jeong patient im-
ages. (Window = 500 HU, Centre = 0 HU)
Fig. 13. Graphical comparison of quantitative analysis results for
real-world data: clutter-free scenario.
Fig. 14. Qualitative results for real-world data: clutter-free scenario.
Fig. 15. Magnification of FBP, Zhao and Jeong images: clutter-free
scenario
Fig. 16. Graphical comparison of quantitative analysis results for
real-world data: cluttered scenario.
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